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Presentation Objectives
Participants will gain knowledge 
of the prevalence of faith in the 
Latinx community.

Participants will identify 
strategies to incorporate 
faith/spirituality in the formation 
of advocacy efforts to address 
social justice issues 

Participants will examine 
personal constructs about their 
own cultural/ethnic identity as 
well as faith/spirituality factors 
that may be useful in the 
development of social workers 
professional identity.

Participants will understand the 
necessity of humility in 
understanding how 
faith/spirituality can empower 
Latinx individuals in their social 
work practice.
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How many work in a 
faith based agency?



Brown Church
by Robert Chao Romero

● Spiritual borderlands

● Feeling “out of place”

● Social justice issues as political- 
separate from faith



Child of Pastor & College 
Experience

Risk of 
Deportation

Immigration

Case Study
Brown Church



● Social work perspective (micro, meso, and macro)

● Conceptual and topical discussion

● Acknowledge depth of practice nuance

● Informative in serving LatinX population 

Scope of Discussion



Need for Integrative Social 
Work Practice

● Awareness 

○ Current socio-political climate in the US

○ Social identity continues to thrive among millennials and Generation Z 

● Prevalence

○ Over 80% of Latinx individuals in the U.S. report that they are religiously committed 

(US Census Bureau, 2014)

○ Religiosity presents differently across Latinx nationalities (Moreno, et al, 2020)



Need for Integrative Social 
Work Practice

● Prevalence

○ Among Hispanic population in the US (Census of American Religion, 2020)

■ 14% identify as Evangelical Protestant

■ 10% identify as non- Evangelical Protestant

■ 50% identify as Catholic

■ 19% identify as unaffiliated

● Social work training

○ Council of Social Work Education (CSWE) 



Literature Review
Diversity

● Cultural values of the spirit and the soul
● Transcendent qualities of justice, loyalty, and love

Alcohol/Drugs
● Role and consequences of AOD use
● Cultural asset paradigm
● Collaboration with faith communities

Criminal Justice
● Role
● Possible model
● Programs/resources
● Integration



Connection to Social Work 
Practice

● Social work training (Oxhandler, et al, 2015)

○ Few social workers have been trained to assess and address clients’ religion & spirituality 

○ Potentially due to may be due to medical model from the 1920s through 1970s

○ Lack of research on practice integration and curriculum

○ Fear of proselytizing

● Spiritual trauma

● Existential crisis



Themes/Takeaways

Intersectionality Faith integration with Social 
Justice

 Role of socio-political factors in 
accessing faith as an asset

Interface of faith, cultural, 
spiritual, and racial identities



Practice Implications
● Countertransference

● Suggestions for integration

○ Discuss with clients’ their sense of spirituality and the influence it has on 

their functioning

○ Employ religious/spiritual interventions

● Cultural asset paradigm 



Policy Implications
● Policy on religious services and how well the agency creates a 

culture of what this policy means. 

● Unintended consequences.

● RLUIPA Act 2000



Areas for Future 
Research

Standardized assessments

Additional research within the LatinX 
community to represent the diversity 
within

Acculturation is not assessed well for 
Latino population

Social workers integration of faith with 
the LatinX population

1. 2.

3. 4.



Questions?
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